ZENEX COIN ANNOUNCES THE BEGINNING OF THE AMBASSADOR
SEASON!

ZENEX is a new generation digital coin with high user value for a wide range
of online businesses.

The ZENEX token issuer is the licensed payment service BITEXPRO.eu

ZENEX is a fundamental solution for receiving payments in gaming and
educational systems. ZENEX is an important part of the unique payment
solution for receiving fiat payments on online platforms. The token protects
businesses from chargebacks and makes transactions indisputable due to the
use of blockchain technology.

If you want to join the team of a licensed crypto service and find a new
profession in the area of crypto project marketing, become a ZENEX
ambassador!

- Become a ZENEX Pre Ambassador and earn cryptocurrency without
investing through your social media!
If you are active in social media and have a subscriber base with which you
can interact, get rewarded for articles, publications and activities on all major
platforms.

- Become a ZENEX Ambassador, upgrade your status and receive additional
bonuses:
- partial remuneration in USDT;
- new tokens during the AngelSale period;
- ZENEX tokens for a secret price and with the Buy Back option from the
issuer;
- participation in the ZENEX referral programs held by BITEXPRO with fiat
rewards;
- individual AMA sessions and direct work with the ZENEX team;
- rewards not only for your activities, but also for invited influencers;
- free coaching in the field of "advertising crypto projects";
- participation in offline ZENEX events;
- marketing tools and funding to promote the ZENEX project in your region.

- Become a Zenex Senior Ambassador. Boost your skills and sign a longterm contract with the European Financial Service

- monthly payment under the contract;
- your own ambassador program with individual marketing plan;
- sponsored overseas travels;
- targeting and development of personal brand at the expense of the
company;

- working with the communities of the largest crypto exchanges;
- contracts with new projects that are launched on BITEXPRO launchpad;
- learning the basics of tokenomics, financial analytics and gameplay.

The duration of the current Ambassador program is from July 07, 2022
to June 06, 2023.

You will receive points for performing certain actions, then after each of the
four stages, the points will be counted and participants will be rewarded in
tokens. Upon completion of the Ambassador Program, a bonus will be added
(10% of the tokens distributed for the previous four stages) and the most
active members will receive additional tokens. The total pool of ZENEX tokens
allocated for rewards under the Ambassador program is distributed among the
participants in direct proportion to the points awarded. All earned points can
be tracked in a special Google table.

The nominal fund at each stage depends on the number of participants:

- up to 50 participants - the program is considered unsuccessful and is
restarted, the remuneration of participants is paid individually;

- 50 to 100 participants - the reward fund for the stage - 2800 ZNX;
- 100 to 200 participants - the reward fund for the stage - 5000 ZNX;
- 200 to 400 participants - the reward fund for the stage - 9000 ZNX;
- 400 to 800 participants - the reward fund for the stage - 16,000 ZNX;
- 800 to 1,600 participants - the reward fund for the stage - 29,000 ZNX;
- from 1600 participants - the reward fund for the stage - 52000 ZNX;

The final round fund will consist of 10% of all credited rewards for the
previous 4 stages.
Dates of the stages:
- the first stage - 07.07.2022 to 06.09.2022
- second stage - 07.09.2022 to 06.12.2022
- the third stage - 07.12.2022 to 06.03.2023
- the fourth stage - 07.03.2023 to 06.06.2023
- final stage - 07.06.2023 to 06.07.2023

If the number of participants is insufficient, the Ambassador program will be
restarted, and participants of the Ambassador program will receive 1 point - 1
token rewards.

Additional reward fund is unlimited.

Members of the ZENEX team reserve the right to allocate additional marketing
budgets, both for maintaining the general activity of the participants and for
individual rewards.
In addition, fiat funds will be allocated for prizes in competitions.
The BitexPRO Referral Program is available to ZENEX Ambassadors so that
you can receive rewards in fiat currencies for attracted investors and ZENEX
token holders.

Please read the terms and conditions carefully. We will support you and
advise you on how to make quality content, but we will not always be
able to spend enough time on it. For not following the rules, you may not
receive the expected points, but for gross violations you may even be
expelled from the Ambassador program.
● The use of multi accounts, spam, bots and other fraudulent tools is
strictly prohibited, all participants who use such techniques will be
banned.
● The conditions of the Ambassador program are constantly
supplemented by new activities, tasks, contests and sprints.
● For the deletion of content, the points will be deducted, if there will be
numerous term violations - an event of full burning of points and
disqualification from the program will occur.

Depending on the quality of your tasks, your level of involvement and your
status in the project, you get a different number of points for the same activity.

To become a member of the ZENEX COIN Ambassador Program, follow
these steps:
1. Sign up for the Ambassador Program by filling out this form on the
official Discord server

2. If approved, upon completion of the form, you will receive an email
within 7 days confirming your acceptance to the program.

3. Register at BitexPro.eu

4. When approved, you are assigned the status of Pre-Ambassador,
qualify for 3-4 weeks completing the tasks mentioned above and learn
everything about the program.
5. Demonstrate your professional skills by completing the ZENEX project’s
tasks and receive the title of Ambassador.

Keep track of the information on all tasks, contests and updates
in Discord server and Telegram chat.
To participate in the Ambassador program, please fill in the form below

